Liquid crystal lens array for 3D microscopy and endoscope application
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we demonstrate two liquid crystal (LC) lens array devices for 3D microscope and 3D endoscope applications respectively. Compared with the previous 3D biomedical system, the proposed LC lens arrays are not only switchable between 2D and 3D modes, but also are able to adjust focus in both modes. The multi-function liquid crystal lens (MFLC-lens) array with dual layer electrode has diameter 1.42 mm, which is much smaller than the conventional 3D endoscope with double fixed lenses. The hexagonal liquid crystal micro-lens array (HLC-MLA) instead of fixed micro-lens array in 3D light field microscope can extend the effective depth of field from 60 um to 780 um. To achieve the LC lens arrays, a high-resistance layer needs to be coated on the electrodes to generate an ideal gradient electric-field distribution, which can induce a lens-like form of LC molecules. The parameters and characteristics of high-resistance layer are investigated and discussed with an aim to optimize the performance of liquid crystal lens arrays.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Liquid crystal lens

Liquid crystal (LC) lenses are active optical elements with electrically tunable focal lengths without any mechanical movements. Because of the large optical anisotropy of this material, the LC director’s orientation can be easily controlled by applying low voltage to a nematic liquid crystal. When an incident plane wave passes through a lens-like phase difference of LC directors, the wave will be converged or diverged depending on the type of voltage applied to the electrodes. The early reports on LC lenses [1-3] used a ratio of the diameter to the cell thickness of about 2~3 for an LC lens optimized to work like a lens. To further improve the optical performance of LC lens, a high-dielectric layer [4-5] was used to smooth the phase profile across the lens without attenuating much electrical potential. However, high-dielectric layer increases the operating voltage to higher than 30 volts. Therefore, high-resistive layer [6-7] was applied to generate linearly varying electrical potential from the center to the edge. The high-resistive layer for LC lens successfully demonstrated low operating voltage, fast response time, and high optical performance.
The orientation of LC directors is determined by potential differences across the two conductive layers at the top and bottom of the liquid crystal. This can change LC lens properties. To make a lens-like effect in a liquid crystal cell a hole-patterned electrode on the glass is designed as shown in Figure 1(a). However, high driving voltages are required to make a gradient potential from the edge of the LC lens to the center of the LC lens, due to the shielding of the voltage in the glass substrate. If the electrode’s position is upside-down as in Figure 1(b), the required driving voltage is lower, but there is no lens-like distribution of the refractive index. The applied voltages can be lowered using a high dielectric (high-k) layer coated on the hole-patterned electrode to smooth the phase profile across the lens, though a lower applied voltage is still desired. Because of the thickness of this layer (~few um), high-K layer shields a portion of the applied voltage as in Figure 1(c). This problem can be solved by using a thin film layer with high-resistivity (high-R) as in Figure 1(d), which also provides more options to fabricate an LC lens according to aperture size. By adjusting to a proper frequency, the aperture becomes larger the driving frequency becomes lower. When the aperture is small, a higher driving frequency is needed. Thus, making LC lenses with various sizes will be possible with a very low driving voltage.

2. 3D ENDOSCOPE

Conventional endoscopic systems consisting of several solid lenses suffer from a fixed lens. For practical applications using conventional endoscopes, the doctor may have to move the endoscope back and forth during the examination in order to see a clear image, which may make the patient uncomfortable. 3D vision offers the advantage of improved depth perception and accuracy in the performance of endoscopic surgery, particularly for complex surgical tasks such as suturing [8].

As shown in Figure 2, the proposed multi-functional LC lens (MFLC-lens) is able to switch to and from 2D and 3D modes, and can further change the focus in both modes. The system is investigated by using dual-layer electrodes and a high resistive transparent film. The high resistance film is used to minimize the electric field interference of the two electrode layers. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report describing a “single” LC lens, which can modulate the focal length in both 2D and 3D modes. The proposed LC lens will be mainly used for endoscopic imaging systems.

Figure 2. Top view of the electrode patterns and cross section of the MFLC-LC lens cell.

Figure 3(a) shows the interference patterns present in the 2D mode when the MFLC-lens is used with ~1 kHz. In this mode only the large circular lens is activated as increasing the applied voltage, the number of the circular interference fringes changes and the property of the MFLC-lens is electrically controllable. When a 3D image is desired and multiple perspective images are needed, the electrodes in the MFLC-lens will switch to the first layer of electrode from the second layer in which there are three lenses available. As shown in Figure 3(b), the 3D lenses are obtained by applying ~1 kHz. In Figure 4, the focal length of MFLC-lens as 2D mode and 3D mode are shown. It is noted that the niobium pentoxide (Nb₂O₅) has a high dielectric constant and has having high resistivity. Therefore, we expect this layer to smooth the phase profile even when the MFLC-lens is not applied with a proper frequency, which can make the high-R layer active.
Figure 3. Interference pattern when MFLC-lens is used with different voltages (a) for 2D mode 0~12.5 Vrms (b) for 3D mode 0~8.5 Vrms.

Figure 4. Focal length as a function of the applied voltage for (a) 2D mode and (b) 3D LC lens.

Figure 5 shows six images of the ISO 3334 test chart when the position of the chart is located at different distances from the MFLC-lens and when the MFLC-lens is on or off. Figure 5(a), the test chart location is 80 mm from the lens with a driving voltage of 12.5 volts. In Figure 5(b), the test chart location is 125 mm from the lens with driving voltage of 8.5 volts. In Figure 5 (c), the location is in 180 mm with driving voltage of 6.8 volts. The optical power adjustment of the MFLC-lens brings the object into focus, which leads to a sharp and clear image. Figure 5(b) illustrates the experimental setup we used to capture the images using a side viewing endoscope, for captured images shown in Figure 5(d). Each MFLC-lens can focus on the different depths of an object as the applied voltage varies without any movement for the image sensor or the CCD. The sectional 2D images can be achieved at arbitrary depth positions by altering the focal length of the MFLC-lens. The depth information data was obtained by capturing several 2D images of the 3D object. When the MFLC-lens is switched to 3D mode, each lens can capture a 2D image of the 3D object from different angles at varying tunable depths. Therefore, the system can record the depth information of the image by properly synchronizing the 2D images. A rudimentary 3D image reconstructed from a set of 2D images after object segmentation, image alignment and depth map generation is shown in Figure 5(e).

Figure 5. Image performance of the MFLC-lens for different distance of ISO 3334 test chart from the MFLC-lens when lens is on and off. Distance and voltage values are: (a) 80 mm/ 12.5Vrms (b) 125 mm/ 8.5Vrms (c) 180 mm/ 6.8Vrms. (d) three 2D images taken to construct a 3D image shown in (e).
3. 3D MICROSCOPE

In recent researches, 3D light field microscope is able to capture the light field information and reconstruct the 3D image [9-11] mechanical movement. However, depth of field (DoF) of light field microscope is usually narrow because the effective resolution decreases rapidly. To solve this problem, Perwaß and Wietzke proposed a lens array with three different focal length type lenses to extend depth of field [12]. In this paper, we proposed a tunable hexagonal liquid crystal micro-lens array (HLC-MLA) to instead of fix micro-lens array. The advantage of liquid crystal lens array is that we can adjust its focal length electrically. Therefore, the depth of field can be extended by adjusting the focal length of HLC-MLA as shown in Figure 6.

![Figure 6. Principle scheme of extending DoF of 3D light field microscope implemented with HLC-MLA.](image)

The structure of high resistance layer HLC-MLA is shown in Figure 7. The LC material was E7, LC cell gap was 60 um, and lens pitch was 350 um. There are 63×47 small hexagonal holes on the aluminum-glass substrate as micro-lens electrode pattern. The aluminum electrode width was 15 um. Then, we coat Nb$_2$O$_5$ with 20 nm thickness as high resistance layer. The hexagonal-hole aluminum electrode pattern was inside the cell to lower the driving voltage. When we applied voltage on the electrode of HLC-MLA, the refractive index variation of LC molecule would induce lens-like phase retardation in LC cell. The driving signal was a square wave. We could adjust the frequency of driving signal to control the focal length of HLC-MLA. Higher driving frequency would induce larger phase retardation difference in the LC cell, and decrease the focal length of HLC-MLA. Figure 8(a) shows the interference patterns of HLC-MLA as the focal length changing from 1.9 mm to 3.5 mm. With the high resistance layer, the fringe patterns of HLC-MLA became as concentric circles in the small hexagonal apertures. Also we could evaluate the lens quality of HLC-MLA by the profile of focal point as shown in Figure 8(b).

![Figure 7. Top view of the electrode patterns and cross section of the HLC-MLA cell.](image)
Figure 8. (a) The interference pattern of LC lens array at driving voltage 2.6 Vrms and driving freq. 80 kHz ~ 150 kHz square wave. (b) Relation between driving frequency and focal length of HLC-MLA.

In the light field microscope system, the specimen (an ant) was placed at the focal plane of objective lens, and the main lens image was at the reference plane of HLC-MLA. Figure 9(a) shows the rendering image refocusing at the front foot (depth $a = 10.5$ mm) with the light field image of HLC-MLA focal length $f = 1.9$ mm (150 kHz, 2.6 Vrms). On the other hand, as shown in Figure 9(b), the same front foot was blur on the rendering image from light field image of HLC-MLA focal length $f = 3.5$ mm (80 kHz, 2.6 Vrms), because its ERR was too low at that depth. Figure 9(c) shows that the light field of HLC-MLA focal length $f = 1.9$ mm had low ERR at the depth of back foot $a = 23$ mm. But, as Figure 9(d) shows, the light field image of HLC-MLA focal length $f = 3.5$ mm was capable to render the back foot at well image quality. By engaging rendering images from the eight light field images, DoF of light field microscope could be extended from 0.06 mm to 0.78 mm in specimen space in front of the objective lens.

Figure 9. Rendering image with HLC-MLA focal length $f = 1.9$ mm refocusing at (a) $a = 10.5$ mm, (c) $a = 23$ mm; rendering image with HLC-MLA focal length $f = 3.5$ mm refocusing at (a) $a = 10.5$ mm, (c) $a = 23$ mm.
4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, two liquid crystal (LC) lens arrays are proposed for 3D endoscope and 3D microscope system respectively. Both LC lens arrays are fabricated with a high-resistance (High-R) layer which can provide smooth electric field and well lens quality. In 3D endoscope, the multi-functional liquid-crystal lens (MFLC-lens) is demonstrated for 2D and 3D switchable function. Importantly, this MFLC-lens can further modulate the focal length without mechanical movement in both 2D and 3D modes. To achieve multiple focal length lens functions, a novel structure with dual-layer electrode was developed. The diameter of the proposed MFLC-lens is only 1.42mm with tunable focal length from infinity to 80mm. It can be easily applied to micro-imaging systems, and objects in close proximity sensing for both 2D and 3D image capturing. Applications may include medical imaging, endoscopy, robotics, and cell phones. In the 3D light field microscope, a hexagonal liquid crystal micro-lens array (HLC-MLA) with 20 nm Nb2O5 as high-resistance layer was coated on the Al electrode pattern. With adjusted appropriate focal length of HLC-MLA from 1.9 mm to 3.5 mm for different depth region, the effective depth of field of light field microscope was extended from 0.06 mm to 0.78 mm.
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